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ABSTRACT
Aims. We aim to characterise certain physical properties of high-mass star-forming sites in the NGC 6334 molecular cloud, such as
the core mass function (CMF), spatial distribution of cores, and mass segregation.
Methods. We used the Atacama Large Millimetre/sub-millimetre Array (ALMA) to image the embedded clusters NGC 6334-I and
NGC 6334-I(N) in the continuum emission at 87.6 GHz. We achieved a spatial resolution of 1300 au, enough to resolve different
compact cores and fragments, and to study the properties of the clusters.
Results. We detected 142 compact sources distributed over the whole surveyed area. The ALMA compact sources are clustered
in different regions. We used different machine-learning algorithms to identify four main clusters: NGC 6334-I, NGC 6334-I(N),
NGC 6334-I(NW), and NGC 6334-E. The typical separations between cluster members range from 4 000 au to 12 000 au. These
separations, together with the core masses (0.1–100 M), are in agreement with the fragmentation being controlled by turbulence at
scales of 0.1 pc. We find that the CMFs show an apparent excess of high-mass cores compared to the stellar Initial Mass Function.
We evaluated the effects of temperature and unresolved multiplicity on the derived slope of the CMF. Based on this, we conclude that
the excess of high-mass cores might be spurious and due to inaccurate temperature determinations and/or resolution limitations. We
searched for evidence of mass segregation in the clusters and we find that clusters NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N) show hints of
segregation with the most massive cores located in the centre of the clusters.
Conclusions. We searched for correlations between the physical properties of the four embedded clusters and their evolutionary stage
(based on the presence of H ii regions and infrared sources). NGC 6334-E appears as the most evolved cluster, already harboring a
well-developed H ii region. NGC 6334-I is the second-most evolved cluster with an ultra-compact H ii region. NGC 6334-I(N) contains
the largest population of dust cores distributed in two filamentary structures and no dominant H ii region. Finally, NGC 6334-I(NW) is
a cluster of mainly low-mass dust cores with no clear signs of massive cores or H ii regions. We find a larger separation between cluster
members in the more evolved clusters favoring the role of gas expulsion and stellar ejection with evolution. The mass segregation,
seen in the NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N) clusters, suggests a primordial origin for NGC 6334-I(N). In contrast, the segregation in
NGC 6334-I might be due to dynamical effects. Finally, the lack of massive cores in the most evolved cluster suggests that the gas
reservoir is already exhausted, while the less evolved clusters still have a large gas reservoir along with the presence of massive cores.
In general, the fragmentation process of NGC 6334 at large scales (from filament to clump, i.e. at about 1 pc) is likely governed by
turbulent pressure, while at smaller scales (scale of cores and sub-fragments, i.e. a few hundred au) thermal pressure starts to be more
significant.
Key words. ISM: star formation – stars: massive – radio continuum: ISM – ISM: clouds – ISM: individual objects: NGC 6334-I,
NGC 6334-I(N)
1. Introduction
Most stars in our Galaxy do not form in isolation. Instead, they
tend to form within clusters containing high-mass stars and to
be embedded in molecular clouds (e.g. McKee & Ostriker 2007;
Bressert et al. 2012; Tan et al. 2014; Rathborne et al. 2015). In
this picture, massive embedded clusters (i.e. protoclusters), with
gas and dust masses larger than 103 M and H2 densities exceed-
ing 104 cm−3, are believed to be fundamental units of star for-
mation (e.g. Lada & Lada 2003). Massive young protoclusters
are the primary laboratories for constraining the physical pro-
cesses of the formation process of (high-mass) stars. These struc-
tures, also called massive clumps, have typical sizes of 1 pc, and
they are formed via the fragmentation of the parent cloud during
its gravitational collapse. As evolution proceeds, these clumps
fragment to form clusters with several hundreds or thousands
of members. The cluster members present a rich diversity, from
cold dense cores, to chemically-rich, hot molecular cores and
ultracompact H ii regions (see Tan et al. 2014, for a review). In-
vestigating the physical nature of clusters and their environment
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based on observational constraints leads us to construct an em-
pirical foundation upon which theoretical models of star forma-
tion are established (e.g. Klessen & Ballesteros-Paredes 2004;
Lee & Hennebelle 2016). In order to further explore the proper-
ties of massive protoclusters, we have conducted detailed ALMA
observations of the nearby star-forming region NGC 6334.
NGC 6334 is a high-mass star-forming complex that lies in
the Carina-Sagittarius arm within the Galactic plane at a rela-
tively nearby distance of 1.3±0.3 kpc (Chibueze et al. 2014).
NGC 6334 is located in the southern sky as a 100 pc giant fil-
amentary cloud that has been the target of multiple studies at
different wavelengths (e.g. Persi & Tapia 2008; Russeil et al.
2013). Radio and infrared observations reveal several active star-
forming sites at various stages of evolution distributed along
the densest inner part of the filament. The first five main re-
gions that have been identified in the infrared received the names
NGC 6334-I to NGC 6334-V (see Persi & Tapia 2008). All the
regions but one are associated with H iiregions (e.g. Rodriguez
et al. 1982). In addition to the five main sources, a number of
dense condensations have been further identified along the fila-
ment. One of the more prominent of these sources is located to
the north of NGC 6334-I and is named NGC 6334-I(N). In the
past few years, a number of works have focused on the study
of the properties of the filaments, as well as on individual star-
forming regions. At large scales, the physical properties of the
whole molecular cloud have been studied via Herschel contin-
uum observations by Russeil et al. (2013). The study of the ve-
locity field and dynamic status of the cloud have shown collapse
along the main axis of the filament as well as mass accretion
rates on the level of a few 10−5 to 10−3 M yr−1 (see e.g. Zer-
nickel et al. 2013; Sánchez-Monge et al. 2015). The magnetic
field in the region has been studied via polarimetric observations,
revealing a magnetic field orientation perpendicular to the long
axis of the main filament (e.g. Zhang et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015;
Juárez et al. 2017).
In this paper, we focus on the study of two of the most promi-
nent star-forming regions in the filamentary cloud: NGC 6334-
I and NGC 6334-I(N). The region NGC 6334-I, located in the
northeastern part of the inner and denser filament, contains a
cluster of stars visible in near-infrared (Tapia et al. 1996; Seifahrt
et al. 2008) and a cometary ultracompact H ii region (also known
as NGC 6334-F; de Pree et al. 1995; Carral et al. 2002). Submil-
limeter Array (SMA) observations at 1.3 mm with an angular
resolution of 2′′ reveal a cluster of four sources in a Trapezium-
like arrangement (Hunter et al. 2006), of which two are clas-
sified as hot cores due to their rich chemistry and high tem-
peratures of above 100 K (MM1 and MM2). In addition to the
previously known sources, with 1.3 mm ALMA observations at
0.17′′, 5 new millimetre sources have been detected by Brogan
et al. (2016). Furthermore, the observations reveal that MM1 is
resolved into seven components concentrated within a radius of
1 000 au. The second hot core, MM2, shows a lower level of
multiplicity, being resolved into two components.
The embedded source NGC 6334-I(N), located to the north
of NGC 6334-I, contains a group of Class I and Class II methanol
masers (Walsh et al. 1998). SMA observations at 1.3 mm with a
resolution of 2′′ reveal a bright millimetre source which is com-
posed of four components (Brogan et al. 2009). Hunter et al.
(2014) report new observations with the SMA and the VLA at
angular resolutions of 0.5′′which reveal a richer cluster with a
total of 25 members. All components have spectral energy dis-
tributions (SEDs) consistent with dust, except for one which is
associated with an H ii region. The detection of line emission
from molecules such as as CH3CN allows for the identification
of a number of hot cores in the central part of the cluster.
In this paper, we present new high-angular resolution ALMA
observations at 3 mm which reveal a large population of new mil-
limetre sources in NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N). Our results
suggest that the extent of the clusters is larger than previously
thought. In § 2, we describe our ALMA observations and the
process of data reduction. In § 3, we illustrate the morphology
of the continuum emission toward the observed region and iden-
tify the compact sources as well as their counterparts at infrared,
radio, and X-ray wavelengths. In § 4, we study the distribution
of the dense cores throughout the observed region and identify
four well-defined clusters. In § 5, the physical properties of the
clusters, such as the core mass function and the level of mass
segregation, are derived. In § 6, we discuss the implication of
our findings relevant to cluster formation. Finally, in § 7 we sum-
marise the main results and present the conclusions.
2. ALMA observations and data reduction
NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N) were observed with ALMA
(Atacama Large Millimetre/Sub-millimetre Array; ALMA
Partnership et al. 2015) during its cycle 3 from April 2016 to
September 2016, under project number 2015.1.00230.S. We
used the main array (i.e. 12m-size antennas) consisting of 40-43
antennas, and the Atacama Compact Array (ACA) with up to 8–
9 7m-size antennas. We covered an area of 120′′ × 120′′ around
each source, using 17- and 7-pointing mosaics for the main array
and ACA, respectively. The centres of the mosaics were set to
α(J2000)=17h20m53.s0, δ(J2000)=−35◦46′59.′′0 for NGC 6334-
I, and α(J2000)=17h20m54.s0, δ(J2000)=−35◦45′06.′′0 for
NGC 6334-I(N). This coverage results in a small overlap
between the two mosaics.
The ALMA correlator was configured to cover specific
frequency ranges within the band 3 of ALMA. A broad spectral
window (total bandwidth of 1875 MHz) centred at the frequency
87.6 GHz was used to be sensitive to the continuum emission.
Twelve additional units with a bandwidth of 58.59 MHz and a
spectral resolution of 141 kHz (or 0.4 km s−1) were tuned at
the frequencies of specific molecular transitions of dense gas
tracers (e.g. HCN, HCO+, CH3CCH), ionised gas tracers (e.g.
H42α) and shock tracers (e.g. SiO). In the current paper, we
present the results obtained from the analysis of the continuum
emission. The analysis of the molecular lines will be presented
in a forthcoming paper.
The ALMA data were calibrated using the ALMA cal-
ibration pipeline available in CASA version 4.7.2. Flux
calibration was obtained through observations of the bright
quasar J1733−1304 (with a flux of 3.63 Jy at 91.5 GHz, and
a spectral index of −0.53) and the planet Neptune. The gains
were calibrated by interleaved observations of the quasar
J1717−3342 (flux 0.639 Jy at 91.5 GHz, with spectral index
−0.32). The gain calibrators were observed every eight minutes.
The bandpass response was obtained by observing the bright
quasars J1617−5848 and J1924−2914. After the calibration was
applied, the line-free channels of the broad spectral window
were identified and used to create the continuum images.
The continuum emission in source NGC 6334-I is bright
enough to self-calibrate the data. Three iterations of phase-only
self-calibration on the ALMA-12m data led to a considerably
improved image. The CLEANing process was done with the
task TCLEAN using multi-scale synthesis, and setting the robust
parameter of Briggs equal to 0.5 as compromise between
resolution and sensitivity. The resulting images were restored
with a synthesised beam of 1′′.6 × 1′′.2 (original beam size),
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Fig. 1. Left: ALMA 87.6 GHz continuum emission map of NGC 6334. The colored rectangles mark relevant regions studied in more detail
throughout the paper. Their names, from north to south, are NGC 6334-I(NW), NGC 6334-I(N), NGC 6334-E and NGC 6334-I. Right: Close-up
views of four selected regions. In all panels, the circles denote the position of the compact sources identified using SExtractor (see § 3.1, and
Table A.1). The color of the circles in the right panels indicates the association of each source with a cluster (see § 4.1). The synthesised beam of
1′′ is shown in the bottom left or right corners of each panel.
and a circular beam of 1′′.0 (hereafter super-resolution image)
equivalent to a linear resolution of 1300 au. The super-resolution
image is better suited to identify and distinguish continuum
compact sources in crowded environments.
In order to recover spatial scales that are filtered out in
the 12m-ALMA dataset, we combined the 12m-ALMA data
with the ACA data. In the first step, the ACA-only continuum
image was used as a model in the CLEANing process of the
12m-ALMA data, following the so-called model-assisted imag-
ing method. This allows for a better convergence and results in
an image with fewer artifacts. In a second step, the ACA-only
and the 12m-ALMA continuum images were combined using
the FEATHER task within CASA. The final continuum images
have a RMS noise level that varies from 0.06 mJy beam−1 to
0.3 mJy beam−1 in signal-free regions and regions close to the
brightest sources, respectively. The dynamic range of the image,
measured as the peak brightness in NGC 6334-I and I(N) to the
RMS noise in the noisy region of the combined image is 1100.
The combined image is used to study the extended structure of
the continuum emission.
3. Results
In the left panel of Fig. 1, we show the ALMA 87.6 GHz
(or 3 mm) continuum emission towards NGC 6334-I and
NGC 6334-I(N). The emission is dominated by bright sources
distributed over the whole surveyed region. The brightest source
is located towards the south and coincides with the cometary, ul-
tracompact H ii region of NGC 6334-I (e.g. de Pree et al. 1995;
Carral et al. 2002). About 60′′ to the north-northwest, we iden-
tify an extended shell-like feature that corresponds to the more
evolved compact H ii region NGC 6334-E (e.g. Carral et al. 2002;
Rodríguez et al. 2003). In the north-east direction, and about
100′′ north of NGC 6334-I, we identify a number of compact
sources at the location of NGC 6334-I(N) distributed along two
elongated structures, reminiscent of filaments. Finally, a number
of fainter, compact sources appear distributed over the whole re-
gion, with a larger concentration to the north-west of NGC 6334-
I(N).
In the following, we present a catalogue of ALMA con-
tinuum compact sources, we search for counterparts of these
sources at other wavelengths, and report on physical properties
such as mass and density.
3.1. Continuum source identification
We have used the SExtractor package1 (see Bertin & Arnouts
1996) via its python wrapper interface sewpy2, to identify and
build a catalogue of compact sources from our ALMA contin-
uum image. Via a series of steps, the algorithm determines the
background level (given by the user as a detection threshold)
and whether pixels belong to the background or to objects. For
sources that overlap in the image, the algorithm deblends them
1 See http://www.astromatic.net/software/sextractor
2 Available at https://sewpy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Fig. 2. Distribution of (a) peak intensity; (b) flux density; (c) observed size; (d) dust and gas mass; (e) H2 volume density; and (f ) H2 column
density for the 142 ALMA continuum sources detected toward NGC 6334. The dark-blue solid lines correspond to the KDE (kernel density
estimate) built from the observed properties which are marked in the bottom of each panel, just above the x-axis.
by searching for intensity variations larger than a given thresh-
old. Finally, sources must have an extension of more than a given
minimum number of pixels to be included in the final catalogue.
For each source, SExtractor determines, among other param-
eters, the position, spatial extent and integrated flux. For the
ALMA image of NGC 6334, we used a detection threshold of
6σ, where σ is the rms noise level, and a deblending threshold
of 24σ. The rms noise level is calculated based on the standard
deviation of the pixel values in a background mesh throughout
different regions of the map. Therefore, the inhomogeneity in
the distribution of the noise is taken into account automatically
and a higher value of σ is estimated for the noisy regions. The
minimum number of pixels necessary to consider a detection as
a source is 5 pixels with a pixel size of 0.2′′. The flux deter-
mined by SExtractor corresponds to the counts of all pixels
above the threshold minus the background level. This value is,
later on, divided by the number of pixels of the synthesised beam
to take into account that the units of the image are Jy beam−1.
The observed geometric parameters (i.e. shape and size) of the
sources are computed from the intensity-weighted moments of
the pixels that form the source. A semi-major and semi-minor
axis, together with a position angle, are derived assuming that
the sources can be described by ellipses.
A total of 185 sources were automatically identified by
SExtractor. After visual inspection, we manually removed
those located in regions of the map with a higher rms noise level
(e.g. close to NGC 6334-I) and associated with CLEANing arti-
facts. The final catalogue of ALMA continuum sources contains
142 objects. We listed them, ordered by increasing right ascen-
sion in Table A.1, and marked them in Fig. 1 (see also a find-
ing chart for the sources in Fig. A.1). The peak intensities and
flux densities of the identified compact sources range from 0.4
to 340 mJy beam−1 and from 0.1 to 2073 mJy, respectively. The
observed sizes (diameters) range from 0.3′′ to 5.2′′, correspond-
ing to 390 au and 6760 au. In the top panels of Fig. 2, we show
the distribution of peak intensities, flux densities, and observed
sizes.
3.2. Counterparts at different wavelengths
We searched for counterparts of the ALMA continuum sources
(see § 3.1 and Fig. 1) at different wavelengths from radio to X-
rays, and also at millimetre wavelengths when observed with
higher angular resolution.
The Very Large Array (VLA) has been used by different
authors to evaluate the radio-continuum content of NGC 6334.
Among others, Hunter et al. (2014) and Brogan et al. (2016)
have studied at high angular resolution (0.17′′–0.5′′) the cen-
tres of NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N) at different frequencies
from 6 to 230 GHz. More recently, Medina et al. (2018) pub-
lished a catalogue of radio continuum sources extracted from
VLA 4–8 GHz images that covers the whole area that we ob-
served with ALMA. In Fig. 3, we mark the location of the
radio-continuum sources with star symbols. We consider that an
ALMA source is associated with a radio-continuum source if
the distance between the two sources is less than the spatial ex-
tent of the sources. In total, six out of the 142 ALMA sources
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Fig. 3. Left: Spitzer 4.5 µm image in color and ALMA continuum emission at 87.6 GHz in grey contours. The contour level corresponds to 0.5
Jy beam−1. The radio continuum sources observed with VLA at 4–8 GHz (Medina et al. 2018) are shown as black stars. The rectangles mark the
position of the relevant regions also marked in Fig 1. Right: Close-up view of the four regions marked with rectangles in the left panel. The circles
indicate the position of the ALMA continuum sources (see also Fig. 1). The colored filled circles correspond to ALMA sources with counterparts
at infrared wavelengths (from the catalogue of Willis et al. 2013). The stars indicate the position of VLA sources as in the left panel. Black stars
mark those VLA sources with an ALMA counterpart at 87.6 GHz. Grey stars indicate VLA sources with no counterparts in our catalogue.
are also visible at centimeter wavelengths. Two of them are lo-
cated in NGC 6334-I, two in the region of NGC 6334-I(N), and
the remaining two sources are associated with the shell-like H ii
region NGC 6334-E. Column (7) of Table A.1 indicates these
correspondences. The radio-continuum emission found towards
the ALMA sources indicate the presence of thermal free-free ra-
diation (see § 3.3), which can be due to H ii regions or shocked
gas from thermal radiojets (see e.g. Kurtz 2005; Sánchez-Monge
et al. 2013a; Anglada et al. 2018).
We used the IRAC and MIPSGAL Spitzer catalogue of in-
frared sources published by Willis et al. (2013) to search for
counterparts at infrared wavelengths. The catalogue contains
more than 700 000 sources detected at wavelengths from 3.8 µm
up to 24 µm toward the entire NGC 6334 complex. Among oth-
ers, ∼2000 sources are located towards the region observed with
ALMA. They are classified according to their evolutionary sta-
tus as class I or class II objects. The color image in the panels
of Fig. 3 shows the Spitzer 4.5 µm emission. We determine that
an ALMA source is coincident with an infrared source if their
separation is less than the distance given by the source size of
the ALMA source and the mean full-width half-maximum of the
IRAC images, which corresponds to 2′′. In the right panels of
Fig. 3, we mark the location of ALMA sources which have in-
frared counterparts with filled circles and we list the associations
in column (8) of Table A.1. In total, we find 24 infrared coun-
terparts for the ALMA sources. The comparison of our ALMA
catalogue with the Willis et al. (2013) catalogue allows us to
determine the evolutionary state of the continuum sources. We
consider that those ALMA sources without an infrared counter-
part correspond to deeply embedded cores (i.e. class 0 objects).
We also investigated whether the ALMA sources are asso-
ciated with X-ray emission. For this, we used the Chandra cata-
logue published by Feigelson et al. (2009) which contains ∼1600
sources. Among others, ∼140 X-ray sources are located towards
the region observed with ALMA. We do not find any counterpart
for the ALMA sources within separations of 0.75′′ (correspond-
ing to half the sum of the resolutions of the Chandra and ALMA
images).
Finally, we compared the ALMA compact sources identified
in our super-resolution continuum images, with millimetre con-
tinuum objects identified in both NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-
I(N) at higher angular resolutions from the literature (i.e. <
1.0′′). For NGC 6334-I, Brogan et al. (2016) resolve two of our
ALMA sources (numbers 43 and 44 in Table A.1) into multiple
fragments (the first into 7 and the second into 2) when observed
at an angular resolution of 0.17′′ at 20, 42 and 100 GHz. Sim-
ilarly, a fraction of the sources detected in the region close to
NGC 6334-I(N) were previously reported by Hunter et al. (2014)
using SMA and VLA observations from 5 to 345 GHz. The con-
tinuum emission at 230 GHz from one of the SMA sources is
clearly resolved into three components. Two of these compo-
nents are also detected in our ALMA super-resolution contin-
uum map (numbers 92 and 95 in Table A.1).
In summary, out of the 142 ALMA compact sources, six have
a radio continuum counterpart, 24 are associated with infrared
emission, and two show both radio and infrared emission. This
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Fig. 4. Left: Minimum spanning tree (MST) for the ALMA continuum sources. The positions of the dense cores are indicated with circles, while
the lines denote the tree. The rectangles mark the positions of the relevant regions also marked in Fig. 1. Right: Minimum spanning tree for each
of the four clusters identified in NGC 6334. The MSTs for each region/cluster are built considering only those members that belong to each cluster
(see Table A.1). The ALMA continuum emission at 87.6 GHz is shown in grey contours. The contour level corresponds to 0.5 Jy beam−1.
results in 112 of the total catalogue only detected at millimetre
wavelengths, likely tracing a cold dust population.
3.3. Physical properties of the continuum sources
In the following, we determine physical properties (mass, den-
sity, and column density) for the identified compact sources. The
low number of millimetre continuum sources associated with a
radio-continuum counterpart suggests that most of the emission
detected with ALMA at 87.6 GHz originates from cold dust. The
dust and gas mass can be determined by
Md+g =
S νD2
Bν(Td)κν
, (1)
where S ν is the integrated flux density of dust at 87.6 GHz, D
is the distance to the source (1.3 kpc; Chibueze et al. 2014),
Bν(Td) is the Planck function at a dust temperature Td, and κν
is the absorption coefficient per unit of total mass density at fre-
quency ν. We assume optically thin emission, a gas to dust mass
ratio of 100, and we adopt a dust mass opacity coefficient of
0.899 cm2 g−1 at 230 GHz (Ossenkopf & Henning 1994) corre-
sponding to grains with thin ice mantles, which we extrapolate
to 0.131 cm2 g−1 at 87.6 GHz assuming a power-law dependence
with a β power-law index of 2 (Shirley et al. 2011). For sources
with a radio-continuum counterpart, we determine the contribu-
tion of thermal free-free ionised gas emission to the ALMA flux.
For this, we assume two different spectral indices3 for the ther-
mal free-free emission: −0.1 representing the case of optically
thin emission, and +2 for the optically thick case (see e.g. Pana-
gia & Felli 1975; Kurtz 2005). After extrapolating the flux at
radio wavelengths to the frequency of ALMA with the two spec-
tral indices, we obtain a lower and upper limit to the contribution
of ionised gas at 87.6 GHz. Assuming that the emission is opti-
cally thick, we find that for four ALMA sources (numbers 5,
15, 46 and 67 in Table A.1) the total observed flux could orig-
inate from the thermal free-free emission, while the flux of the
other two sources is partially contaminated (35% for source 44
and 52% for source 95). Finally, the temperature Td of the cores
is assumed to be 20 K when the source is only detected in the
ALMA image and has no counterparts, 50 K if it has an infrared
or radio counterpart, and 100 K if the source has been associated
with a chemically-rich hot molecular core (see e.g. Kurtz 2005;
Cesaroni 2005). These temperatures are selected on the basis of
previous observations of dense cores (see e.g. Sánchez-Monge
et al. 2013c). For some sources with temperature measurements
(see Hunter et al. 2014), we used those temperatures. The tem-
peratures used in the mass determination are listed in Table A.1.
The effect of the inaccurate temperature estimation on the deter-
mination of the mass is discussed in § 5.1.1.
Assuming the cores to be spheres of radius R, the volume
3 The spectral index α is defined as S ν ∝ να, where S ν is the flux
density and ν the frequency.
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density nH2 is determined as
nH2 =
1
µmH
Md+g
(4/3)piR3
, (2)
where µ is the mean molecular mass per hydrogen atom (equal
to 2.3), mH is the hydrogen mass, and R is the radius of the core
assumed to be the average of the semi-minor and semi-major
axis of the source size listed in Table A.1. Finally, the column
density, NH2 , is calculated using
NH2 =
∫
line of sight
nH2dl, (3)
where l corresponds to the size of the core. The volume and col-
umn densities of the identified sources are listed in Table A.1.
In the bottom panels of Fig. 2, we present the distribution
of masses, volume densities and column densities. The dust and
gas mass ranges from < 1 M up to a hundred M, with mean
and median values of 8 M and 4 M. The most massive object
(source 44 with 100 M) is located in the vicinity of NGC 6334-
I. The H2 volume densities are in the range 107–109 cm−3, with
the three most massive cores (source 107, 87 and 84) having den-
sities above 109 cm−3. The H2 column densities of the brightest
sources are above 1025 cm−2 at the observed scales of ∼1000 au.
It is worth noting that for 90 cores, we have assumed a temper-
ature of 20 K or 50 K. An error in the temperature of 10–20 K
results in an error in the mass of about 40–50%. While other
parameters such as the dust opacity may introduce uncertainties
in the mass estimation, the temperature remains as a dominant
factor when comparing masses of cores that belong to the same
cluster (see more details in § 5.1.1 and § 5.1.2).
4. Clusters in NGC6334
The objects identified in the ALMA image of NGC 6334 (see
Fig. 1) do not appear uniformly distributed over the whole re-
gion. As discussed above, they seem to cluster in different groups
around, e.g. NGC 6334-I, NGC 6334-I(N) and NGC 6334-E
among others. In order to evaluate the distribution and internal
structure of the cores in NGC 6334, we used the Q parameter
presented by Cartwright & Whitworth (2004). The Q parame-
ter is a dimensionless measure of the presence of smooth over-
densities and fractal structures in a population of data points.
The parameter is calculated based on the construction of a min-
imum spanning tree (MST), which is defined as a network of
lines without closed loops that connects all the data points with
the minimum path length. We constructed the MST for the cores
in NGC 6334, using the python package NetworkX4 which im-
plements the MST according to Kruskal’s algorithm (Kruskal
1956). The MST of the whole region is shown in the left panel
of Fig. 4. We estimate the Q parameter as the ratio of the nor-
malised mean length of the branches or segments of the MST, m¯,
to the correlation length, s¯, which corresponds to the mean pro-
jected separation between data points normalised by the cluster
radius (see Hunter et al. 2014). The cluster radius is defined as
the distance from the mean position of all cluster members to
the furthest core from this point. A value of Q . 0.8 indicates
the presence of fractal sub-structures in the data set, while values
Q & 0.8 correspond to a centrally concentrated structure with a
radial large-scale density gradient (see Cartwright & Whitworth
2004).
The MST for the catalogue of 142 ALMA continuum sources
4 Available at https://networkx.github.io/
is shown in Fig. 4 (left panel) as black solid lines. We calculate
m¯ and s¯ to be 7′′ (∼ 0.04 pc) and 76′′ (∼ 0.5 pc), respectively.
Following Eq. (1) of Hunter et al. (2014), and considering a ra-
dius of the cluster (or region) of 194′′ (∼ 1.2 pc), we obtain
Q = 0.60 ± 0.1. This low value confirms the presence of fractal
structures or clusters within the cores identified in NGC 6334. To
estimate the uncertainty of the Q parameter, we removed 20% of
the cores available in the sample randomly and measured the Q
parameter for the remaining cores. Repeating this process 100
times, we obtained a distribution of the measured values of Q. A
Gaussian fit to this distribution resulted in a standard deviation
σ=0.1, that corresponds to the uncertainty of the Q parameter.
We note that the linear extent of a cluster is not enough to fully
characterise the statistics of fractal structures, and more sophis-
ticated measures are required (e.g. Q+; Jaffa et al. 2017). How-
ever, due to the low statistics of our sample, these methods will
not lead to reliable results.
In the following, we identify the different clusters in the
NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N) regions and study their prop-
erties.
4.1. Cluster identification
We used different statistical algorithms to identify clusters of
sources within the catalogue of 142 ALMA compact objects. A
total of seven algorithms, implemented in the python package
scikit-learn5 (Pedregosa et al. 2011), were considered. Basic
details on the different methods are listed in Table 1, and a more
detailed description is presented in Appendix B.
In addition to the coordinates of the data points, all the con-
sidered algorithms except the mean-shift approach, require the
user to indicate the expected number of clusters K as an input
parameter. In order to evaluate the optimal number of clusters,
we used two different approaches and cross-checked the con-
sistency of their results (see § B.1 for details). The first one is
known as the elbow-point analysis which measures the average
distance between the group members and the centre of the group
for different number of clusters. The second approach known as
Silhouette analysis measures the consistency between the data
points in a cluster. As shown in Figs. B.1 and B.2, both methods
suggest that the number of clusters in our region is between 2
and 6, with K = 4 the most probable value.
In Fig. 5, we color the 142 objects according to the clus-
ter to which they belong for each one of the seven algorithms
considered 6. In general, there is a good agreement between the
different methods. The southern compact sources appear always
grouped in one cluster clearly associated with NGC 6334-I (see
orange circles). In all methods but one, the compact objects asso-
ciated with the filamentary structures seen towards NGC 6334-
I(N) are classified as one single group (see lime circles). Only
for the case of spectral clustering the sources belonging to the
most eastern filament appear classified as an independent group
(see grey circles). The remaining sources, mainly located to the
north-west of NGC 6334-I(N) appear in all cases grouped as an
additional cluster (see blue circles). Finally, the sources in the
vicinity of NGC 6334-E seem to form a loose association with
just a few members. In total we consider four well-defined clus-
ters which we name: NGC 6334-I, NGC 6334-I(N), NGC 6334-
I(NW) and NGC 6334-E (see last panel Fig. 5). We calculated a
5 See more information in the website http://scikit-learn.org/
stable/modules/clustering.html
6 We exclude source 6 which is located at the very bottom of the sur-
veyed area and appears spatially disconnected from the other sources.
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Fig. 5. Each panel shows area of NGC6334 observed with ALMA (see Fig. 1) and colored circles correspond to the ALMA continuum sources
detected in region (see Table A.1). Each panel correspond to one of the seven clustering algorithms used to identify clusters in the region (see
§ 4.1). The colors of the circles depict the different clusters to which each continuum source belongs according to each algorithm. The last panel
shows the final association of each source with one of the four clusters: light blue for NGC 6334-I(NW), lime for NGC 6334-I(N), violet for
NGC 6334-E and orange for NGC 6334-I. The black circles in the last panel correspond to the sources not assigned to any cluster. In all panels,
the rectangles mark the position of the relevant regions also marked in Fig. 1.
Table 1. Clustering algorithms and basic input parameters
Method Input parameters Metric
K-means data points, number of clusters distance between points
Mean-shift data points distance between points
Spectral clustering data points, number of clusters, number of neighbours graph distance
Ward hierarchical clustering data points, number of clusters, linkage distance between points
Agglomerative clustering data points, number of clusters, linkage, affinity any pairwise distance
Gaussian mixtures data points, number of mixture components Mahalanobis distances to centres
Birch data points, number of clusters, threshold, branching factor Euclidean distance between points
degree of membership for each core, by counting how many of
the seven algorithms assign the considered core to one of the four
clusters. This gives us the percentage of association to a cluster,
or confidence level, that is listed in Table A.1. If this value is
lower than 60%, we consider that we can not assign the corre-
sponding core to one of the clusters. Further confirmation for the
association of each core to a cluster can be obtained in forthcom-
ing works by determining the kinematics of the members. Based
on the actual criterion, seven sources are excluded from the de-
fined clusters. The right panels of Fig. 1 show a close-up view of
the four identified clusters, with the sources colored according
to their cluster membership. In Table 2, we list the numbers of
members of each cluster. NGC 6334-I(N) is the most populated
with almost 80 members.
4.2. Spatial structure of the clusters in NGC 6334
In the right panels of Fig. 4, we present the connecting segments
of the MST for each one of the four main clusters identified in
§ 4.1. We used the results of the MST to evaluate the distances
between nearest neighbours, dnn. The distributions (or Kernel
Density Estimates, KDEs) of the separations for unique pairs of
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Fig. 6. KDE of the projected separation between nearest neighbours for
NGC 6334-E, NGC 6334-I, NGC 6334-I(N) and NGC 6334-I(NW). In
each panel, the red vertical dashed line shows the 1 300 au resolution
limit of the ALMA observations, while the vertical grey dotted line de-
notes the median distance between the cores in the cluster. The short
vertical lines at the bottom of each panel indicate the observed separa-
tions between members of each cluster.
ALMA sources belonging to each cluster are shown in Fig. 6,
while the mean dnn, the median dnn and the peak of the KDE
are listed in Table 2. The largest separations between sources
are found in clusters NGC 6334-E and NGC 6334-I(NW), with
typical distances of about 10 000 au. On the other side, clus-
ters NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N) have similar peak separa-
tions (about 4 000 au), although with 1.5-2 times larger mean
and median separations for cluster NGC 6334-I compared to
NGC 6334-I(N). This is also seen in the KDEs shown in Fig. 6,
with a broader distribution for cluster I. Taken all together, this
suggests that the members of I(N) are more uniformly distributed
over the whole extend of the cluster, with typical separations of
about 4 500 au. The radius of the clusters is determined as the
distance from the geometric centre of the cluster to the furthest
member. In Table 2, we list the radius of the four main clus-
ters, which are in the range from 48 000 au to 83 000 au. Making
use of the separations and the sizes of the clusters, we followed
Eq. (1) of Hunter et al. (2014) to determine the Q parameter for
each cluster. We obtain values of 0.58±0.2, 0.72±0.3 , 0.79±0.2
and 0.64±0.3 for NGC 6334-E, I, I(N) and I(NW), respectively.
Except for NGC 6334-E, the Q parameter for the other three
clusters is not significantly less than 0.8, due to large uncertain-
ties. The Q value for cluster NGC 6334-E suggests the possible
presence of sub-structure (due to a Q parameter significantly less
than 0.8). However, we note that the total number of sources in
that cluster (10) limits the conclusions that can be derived from
this analysis. Larger statistics in each cluster is required to more
reliably characterise their internal structure.
In the second approach, we explored the internal structure of
the clusters using the two-point correlation function ζ(r). The
function measures the excess probability of finding a pair of
points, as a function of separation, in comparison to the expecta-
tion from a random distribution.The two-point correlation func-
tion (TPCF) is defined as (Landy & Szalay 1993):
ζ(r) =
DD(r) − 2DR(r) + RR(r)
RR(r)
, (4)
where DD(r) is the observed distribution of pair separations,
RR(r) is the same but for a set of points which are randomly
produced, and DR(r) is the distribution of separations when one
point of the pair is selected from the observed sample and the
other from a random sample. The ζ(r) = 0 indicates a ran-
dom distribution, while positive and negative amplitudes in ζ(r)
correspond to separations that are respectively exceeding or not
those of a random distribution. To measure ζ(r), we used the
FragMent Python/C library introduced in Clarke et al. (2019)7.
The algorithm considers the separation between every pair of
fragments as a single data point and convolves each point with
a Gaussian kernel. We compute the random separation distribu-
tions (DR(r) and RR(r)) by producing 10 000 instances of ran-
domly placed points for each cluster to obtain adequate statis-
tics. Finally, we computed an uncertainty estimate of the TPCF
through the relation (Sawangwit et al. 2011)
σζ =
√
1 + ζ(r)
DD(r)
. (5)
The TPCFs of each cluster are shown in Fig. 7. The TPCF
of NGC 6334-I(NW) seems to have a few random peaks with
no preferred length scale. NGC 6334-E and NGC 6334-I show
strong peaks at 1500 au. However, the large uncertainty in
NGC 6334-E prevents us from deriving firm conclusions in this
cluster. Finally, a significant excess of separations at 4 000 au
is observed for NGC 6334-I(N) which indicates a shift to larger
separations compared to NGC 6334-I.
In summary, the Q parameter analysis suggests that the
clusters are centrally concentrated structures, with some sub-
structure in NGC 6334-E and maybe in NGC 6334-I(N). The
median separation between the cores is the largest value in
NGC 6334-E, indicating that the cores are widely distributed.
In contrast, NGC 6334-I(N) with the smallest median separa-
tion exhibits a tighter distribution. The comparison of the TPCFs
indicates that NGC 6334-I is more centrally concentrated than
NGC 6334-I(N) that has most of the cores embedded in two
filamentary-like structures.
5. Physical properties of the clusters in NGC6334
In this section, we characterise the physical properties of the four
clusters. We search for differences in the mass and density of
the cores that constitute each one of the clusters, we study their
spatial distribution and evaluate the fragmentation level.
5.1. Core mass function
In § 3.3 (see also Table A.1 and bottom panels of Fig. 2) we
determine the masses and densities of the different sources de-
tected with ALMA. The mean, median and maximum mass of
the cores in each cluster are listed in Table 3. We find typical
median masses of about 3 M, with a larger mean mass for clus-
ters NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N). From the maximum core
mass of each cluster we see that these two clusters still have the
potential to form more massive stars. About 66% (or 182 M) of
the total mass in NGC 6334-I is concentrated in two single cores
7 Available at https://github.com/SeamusClarke/FragMent
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Table 2. Cluster members, central coordinates, and distances between nearest neighbours
Geometric cluster centre Rcluster Q Typical separationsa (in au)
Cluster # R.A. (h :m:s) Dec. (◦ :′:′′) (au) param. mean dnn median dnn peak dnn TPCF
NGC 6334-E 10 17:20:48.97 −35:46:12.03 50 000 0.58±0.2 20 000 12 200 2 500 . . .
NGC 6334-I 21 17:20:53.70 −35:47:05.86 58 000 0.72±0.3 8 250 6 200 3 000 1 600
NGC 6334-I(N) 79 17:20:55.57 −35:45:22.88 82 500 0.79±0.2 5 600 4 300 4 500 4 500
NGC 6334-I(NW) 24 17:20:51.63 −35:44:23.82 83 000 0.64±0.3 11 700 9 300 8 900 . . .
NGC 6334 142 17:20:54.04 −35:45:30.56 252 000 0.61±0.1 9 200 5 300 5 400 –
Notes. (a) The three first separations correspond to the mean, median and peak distance between nearest neighbours determined from the minimum
spanning tree analysis. The last value corresponds to the peak determined from the two-point correlation function analysis.
Fig. 7. Two-point correlation function of ALMA continuum sources
in NGC 6334-E, NGC 6334-I, NGC 6334-I(N) and NGC 6334-I(NW).
The gray areas show the 1 σ confidence intervals. The dashed horizon-
tal line at the zero level corresponds to a uniform distribution.
(sources 38 and 44), one of which appears already resolved in
multiple fragments at higher angular resolution (see Brogan et
al. 2016). In contrast, NGC 6334-I(N) appears more fragmented
with a larger population of low to intermediate-mass cores. The
five most massive cores (sources 55, 84, 87, 91 and 107) en-
compass only 30% (or 213 M) of the total mass. Finally, the
masses of the fragments in clusters NGC 6334-E and NGC 6334-
I(NW) suggest that they harbor mainly low/intermediate-mass
fragments.
The cumulative core mass functions (CMFs) for the whole
region and each individual cluster are shown in Fig. 8. The CMFs
of each cluster are compared to the initial mass function (IMF)
as described in Kroupa (2001), are shifted towards higher masses
for a better comparison. Clusters NGC 6334-I and I(N) seem to
have an excess of high-mass cores compared to NGC 6334-E,
NGC 6334-I(NW) and the IMF. The excess of massive cores is
similar to that found in other high-mass star forming regions:
G28.34+0.06 (Zhang et al. 2015), SgrB2 (Sánchez-Monge et al.
2017), seven IRDCs with 32 dense clumps (Liu et al. 2018) and
W43-MM1 (Motte et al. 2018). However, the fidelity of the anal-
ysis performed based on the core masses depends on the reliabil-
ity of the extracted sources above the given threshold (see § 3.1).
We determined the completeness level of our sample in terms
Fig. 8. Cumulative core mass function of continuum sources identified
in NGC 6334-E (violet), NGC 6334-I (orange), NGC 6334-I(N) (lime)
and NGC 6334-I(NW) (light blue). The CMF of the whole sample is
indicated with a dotted black line. The red dashed line shows the Kroupa
initial mass function shifted by factor of 15 to higher masses.
of mass by generating random samples of clusters and evalu-
ating which cores could be detected in our ALMA continuum
image. We generated 10 000 random clusters of 142 cores with
core masses between 0.6 M and 15 M following an IMF
N(> M) ∝ M−2.35 (see Salpeter 1955; Kroupa 2001). For each
run, we assigned a different temperature to each core in the range
20 to 100 K (typical of dense cores, see e.g. Sánchez-Monge
et al. 2013b), and we repeated this process 10 000 times. The
lower limit of the assumed temperature range was chosen based
on the average dust temperature as measured by Herschel. For
each core with a mass and temperature, we derived the flux that
would be detected at a distance of 1.3 kpc when observing at a
frequency of 87.6 GHz. In the last step, we compared the com-
puted fluxes with a given threshold and determine the probability
for a source with mass M to be detected. The completeness level
is the ratio between the number of detected sources and the to-
tal number of sources at any given mass. In Fig. 9, we show the
completeness level for different masses when using thresholds of
0.3 mJy beam−1 for the signal-free regions and 0.9 mJy beam−1
for the cores which have been detected at the vicinity of the
bright sources. We find a detection probability of 90% for ob-
jects with masses > 1 M and > 2 M, which increases up to
∼100% for sources with masses > 1.5 M and > 4 M for the
signal-free and noisy regions, respectively. In the following, we
consider our mass completeness limit to be 2 M.
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Table 3. Masses, power-law index of CMFs, and mass segregation ratios for each cluster
mean Mcore median Mcore Temperature nH2 M
th
Jeans MnthJeans α-CMF ΛMSR
Cluster (M) (M) (K) (cm−3) (M) (M) [M>2 M] [M>10 M]
NGC 6334-E 5 3 22 3.5×104 1.0 20 −3.17 . . .
NGC 6334-I 14 3 23 4.0×105 1.0 20 −0.71 3.60
NGC 6334-I(N) 9 5 19 3.2×105 0.9 23 −0.99 2.47
NGC 6334-I(NW) 3 2 18 3.3×104 0.9 24 −1.32 . . .
NGC 6334 8 3 21 1.5×105 1.5 34 −1.10 2.68
Fig. 9. Completeness level of the ALMA continuum map at 3 mm as a
function of mass. The KDE shown in red indicates the detection prob-
ability of the cores in the noise-free regions. The KDE illustrated in
green represents the detection probability for the cores located at the
vicinity of bright sources. A completeness level of 90% is obtained for
cores with masses > 1.5 M and > 3 M for the regions with a lower
noise (0.3 mJy beam−1) and a higher noise (0.9 mJy beam−1) respec-
tively. These completeness limits are marked with vertical dashed and
dotted lines for the noise-free and noisy regions, respectively.
We fitted a power-law function given by dN/d ln(M) ∝ Mα
to the CMFs for the range of masses above the completenes
level. The values of α for the whole sample and each cluster
are listed in Table 3. We obtain a value of α = −1.1 ± 0.02 for
the whole sample, and from −3.17 to −0.71 for the individual
clusters8. The measured slope for the high-mass end of CMF in
NGC 6334 clusters is not consistent with the −1.35 value of the
IMF (see e.g. Salpeter 1955; Kroupa 2001). This result could
challenge the idea that the shape of the IMF is directly inherited
from the shape of the CMF and that there is a self-similar map-
ping from the CMF to the IMF (see e.g. Goodwin et al. 2008;
Hopkins 2013; Cheng et al. 2018). However, the measured slope
can be biased due to the uncertainty in temperature determina-
tion and the unresolved multiplicity in the massive cores. In the
following we investigate how these uncertainties can affect the
measured slope of the CMFs.
5.1.1. Temperature bias in the determination of the CMF
Far-infrared observations (e.g. Herschel) that allow for the sam-
pling of the whole spectral energy distribution, do not have
8 We note that the shallower slope for cluster NGC6334-I indicates a
larger fraction of massive cores, and this can be linked to the recent
burst reported by (Hunter et al. 2017).
Fig. 10. Top: NGC 6334 cumulative core mass function shown in solid
black line fitted by a single power-law dN/d log(M) ∝ M−1.1 indicated
with a black dotted line. The grey area represents the synthetic CMFs
for 100 000 groups of cores. The Salpeter IMF, shown with a black
dashed line, shows a different slope compared to the CMF. Bottom:
KDE of the power-law indices of the synthetic core mass functions. The
vertical dashed lines show the power-law index of Salpeter IMF and the
power-law index of the CMF in the NGC 6334 region.
enough spatial resolution to determine the temperature of indi-
vidual cores. The study of how systematic errors in the assumed
temperatures may affect the shape of the CMF is investigated
by randomly modifying the assumed temperature for each core
and determining its new mass. We considered temperatures of
the cores to be uniformly distributed in the range 20–100 K, and
randomly assigned them to the detected cores. Using Eq. (1), we
computed the mass of each core and built the CMF. We repeated
this process 100 000 times, and we fitted the high-mass end of
the CMF (M > 2 M) with a power-law function. The results
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are shown in Fig. 10. We find the slope α to be in the range
−0.7–−1.46, with a standard deviation of 0.10. The value of α
derived in § 5.1 falls in the centre of this distribution. In sum-
mary, variations in the temperature may result in uncertainties of
∼45% in the slope of the CMF. Out of the 100 000 random tests
used to produce Fig. 10, we find that in most cases the slope is
slightly flatter than the slope of −1.35 that usually defines the
IMF, although in some cases both numbers are consistent within
the errors. The bottom panel of Fig. 10 shows the distribution of
power-law indices of the synthetic CMFs.
We investigated a possible relation in temperature with mea-
sured fluxes that would reproduce the slope of the IMF. Instead
of associating random temperatures to different cores, we as-
sumed a proportionality between flux and temperature. For this,
we considered the empirical expression
T = T obs0
S obs
S obs0
γ , (6)
where T obs0 is the minimum assumed temperature for the cores
(20 K in the present work), S obs is the observed flux density of
the cores (listed in Table A.1), and S obs0 is the minimum observed
flux density (corresponding to 0.1 mJy beam−1 in this work). A
value of γ = 0.238 is found to reproduce masses that are consis-
tent with the IMF slope of −1.35 (see e.g. Salpeter 1955).
In summary, we find a slightly flatter slope of the CMF sug-
gesting the probable existence of an over excess of massive cores
in the NGC 6334 clusters. However, an accurate determination of
temperatures for individual cores is required to firmly confirm
this trend. We note that a similar bias may occur in other regions
where an excess of high-mass cores has been found (e.g. Zhang
et al. 2015; Sánchez-Monge et al. 2017; Motte et al. 2018).
5.1.2. Resolution bias in the determination of the CMF
Another possible bias in the determination of the CMF is re-
lated to the limited angular resolution of the observations. With
the actual resolution of the here-presented ALMA observations
(i.e. 1300 au), the higher fragmentation level of a few sources
reported by e.g. Hunter et al. (2014) and Brogan et al. (2016) re-
main unresolved. The blending of multiple (lower mass) sources
may result in fragments for which we derive a higher mass,
therefore biasing the CMF towards flatter slopes.
We considered that each core detected with ALMA can frag-
ment into smaller condensations, assuming Jeans fragmentation.
Thus, the number of fragments for each core is given by
Nfragments =
Mcore × frag
MJeans
, (7)
where Mcore is the mass of the core (listed in Table A.1), MJeans
is the non-thermal or turbulent Jeans mass (see Eq. (13) and
§ 5.3.1), and frag is a core formation efficiency which is expected
to increase with the average density of the cores (e.g. Bontemps
et al. 2010). We considered the following empirical relation
frag = 0 ×
 nobsH2nmaxH2
p , (8)
where nobsH2 is the measured Hydrogen volume density for each
core (listed in Table A.1), and nmaxH2 is the maximum observed
density. For any 0 and p we determined the number of fragments
for each core. When the number of fragments is higher than 1,
we assigned to each of them a mass equal to MJeans. Finally, we
built the CMF and determined the slope of the high-mass end.
We find that 0 = 0.4 and p = 1.3 reproduce a slope of −1.35
in the CMF, equivalent to the IMF and suggesting that the res-
olution limitations can bias the CMF towards flatter slopes (i.e.
excess of massive cores).
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the fragmentation ef-
ficiency that can reproduce a CMF consistent with the IMF, we
considered those cores of NGC 6334 that have been observed at
higher angular resolutions (e.g. Hunter et al. 2014; Brogan et
al. 2016) and compared our predictions of fragmentation with
the observed one. For source 43 we estimate 2 fragments, con-
sistent with the 2 components detected by Brogan et al. (2016).
For source 44 we estimate 9 fragments, in agreement with the
7 components that have been resolved with a resolution of 0′′.2.
Finally, those cores for which we did not predict further frag-
mentation also appear as single entities when observed at higher
angular resolutions.
As shown in the last two sections, there is a realistic range
of temperature and fragmentation level that can reproduce the
shape of IMF. Therefore, we conclude that the apparent discrep-
ancy between our measured CMF and the IMF may be spurious
and higher-angular resolution observations of the whole region,
together with more accurate measurements of the temperature,
e.g. via the observation of molecular line tracers, may help to
better constrain the shape of the CMF.
5.2. Mass segregation
Different observational and theoretical works (e.g. Spitzer 1942,
1969; McNamara & Sekiguchi 1986; Zinnecker et al. 1993; Bon-
nell & Davies 1998; Liu et al. 2015; Plunkett et al. 2018; Bus-
quet et al. 2019) find that in young clusters containing high-
mass stars, the most massive members tend to concentrate in the
centre, while low-mass members are distributed throughout the
whole cluster. This effect is referred to as mass segregation, and
its study provides constraints for numerical simulations describ-
ing the formation of stellar clusters (e.g. Bonnell & Davies 1998;
Bonnell & Bate 2006). Moreover, observing young clusters leads
us to investigate the origin of this effect, which can be either pri-
mordial or dynamical.
We searched for evidence of mass segregation in the
NGC 6334 clusters. For this, we followed three different ap-
proaches. In the first method, we divided the cores of each clus-
ter in low-mass (M < 20 M) and high-mass (M > 20 M)
cores, and built individual MSTs for each one of the two popu-
lations. Assuming a star formation efficiency of 30%, a compact
source with a mass of ∼20 M ends up with forming a B-type
star, thus allowing to separate between potential low-mass and
high-mass stars. For cluster NGC 6334-I, the mean MST path-
length for high-mass cores (4 700 au) is smaller than the low-
mass ones (9 700 au) suggesting that the massive objects are
more closely located with respect to each other. In NGC 6334-
I(N) we find similar pathlengths (6 200 au) for both sets of cores.
Due to the lack of cores with masses above 20 M in NGC 6334-
E and NGC 6334-I(NW), this analysis can not be performed in
these two clusters.
In the second method, we investigated the distribution of
cores relative to the cluster centre, and how the mass distribu-
tion changes radially. We determined the centre of the cluster in
three different ways: the geometrical centre (which is listed in
Table 2), the centre of mass and the position of the most massive
core in each cluster. The difference between the three centres is
small in most of the cases, with a mean relative offset of ∼9.5′′.
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In Fig. 5.2, we plot the mass of each core against its distance
to the centre of the cluster. The panels of Fig. 5.2 are divided
in four quadrants determined by a threshold for mass and sepa-
ration considered for mass segregation. Then the percentage of
the sources that are located closer or further away than a given
separation was computed for both the low-mass and high-mass
cores. The actual thresholds adopted are 20 M to distinguish
between high-mass and low-mass cores, and a 20% of a radius
to separate the inner and outer part of a cluster. The fraction of
massive cores located close to the centre indicates the level of
mass segregation in the cluster. As indicated in Fig. 5.2, 100%
of the high-mass cores (M >20 M) in NGC 6334-I are located
at a distance <20 000 au to the centre showing a high degree of
segregation, compared to the low-mass cores that appear more
uniformly distributed. In the case of NGC 6334-I(N), 60%–80%
of the massive cores are located in the inner regions. In contrary,
NGC 6334-E and NGC 6334-I(NW) have no massive cores and
therefore, no hint of segregation is found.
In the last approach, we quantified the degree of mass seg-
regation in each cluster using the mass segregation ratio (ΛMSR)
defined by Allison et al. (2009a) as
ΛMSR =
〈lrandom〉
lmassive
± σrandom
σmassive
, (9)
where lmassive is the mean MST length of the NMST most mas-
sive objects in the cluster, with σmassive the standard deviation.
〈lrandom〉 is the average of the mean MST lengths of randomly
generated clusters with NMST members uniformly distributed, for
which its standard deviation is given by σrandom. We used 500
randomly generated uniform clusters for a good determination
of 〈lrandom〉. A value of ΛMSR ≈ 1 implies that the massive ob-
jects are distributed in the same way as a uniform cluster, while
ΛMSR > 1 corresponds to mass segregation in the cluster, i.e.
the MST length of the NMST most massive objects in the clus-
ter is shorter, and they are more closely distributed compared
to a uniform distribution. On the contrary, ΛMSR < 1 suggests
inverse-mass segregation, with the NMST massive objects more
widely distributed. In Fig. 5.2, we present the mass segrega-
tion ratio ΛMSR for different number of sources NMST (or cor-
respondingly, different masses). For NGC 6334-E, ΛMSR fluctu-
ates around unity suggesting no clear signs of mass segregation
in this cluster. In contrast, cluster NGC 6334-I has a ΛMSR that
increases when NMST < 3. This corresponds to a mass of 20 M,
and indicates that cores with higher masses appear more segre-
gated. In NGC 6334-I(N), despite the fluctuations in the level of
segregation, there is an increase when NMSR < 9, and therefore
hints of segregation for cores with masses > 25 M. Finally, for
NGC 6334-I(NW), the level of mass segregation remains con-
stant with no hints of segregation. It is worth noting that the con-
stant levels of ΛMSR are slightly above 1. This may suggest that
the cores in the NGC 6334 clusters are not uniformly distributed,
but can be slightly concentrated (see Appendix C).
In summary, we find that the three methods considered re-
veal clear evidence of mass segregation in NGC 6334-I, and
a possible segregation in NGC 6334-I(N). In NGC 6334-E and
NGC 6334-I(NW), due to the lack of high-mass cores, no hint of
segregation is found. We note that possible biases (see § 5.1.1
and § 5.1.2) may affect some of these results, and thus higher-
angular resolution observations together with accurate tempera-
ture determination are necessary to more precisely characterise
mass segregation. Finally, in Fig. 13, we show the four clusters
highlighting the position of the centre of mass (cross symbol)
as well as the members of each cluster, with the most massive
member indicated with a black circle, and with the segregated
cores (based on the method shown on Fig. 5.2) highlighted with
filled circles.
5.3. Fragmentation status
As shown in § 4.1, the four clusters in NGC 6334 show a number
of fragments or cores with a range of masses and densities. The
fragmentation process of dense clumps resulting in the formation
of clusters is controlled by a combination of gravity, thermal and
turbulent pressure as well as other effects such as the presence
of magnetic fields. In the following, we investigate the effects of
turbulent and thermal pressure in regulating the fragmentation
of the clusters in NGC 6334, by determining the Jeans mass and
comparing with the measured mass of the fragments (see e.g.
Palau et al. 2015, 2014).
5.3.1. Clump fragmentation
The Jeans length of a gaseous clump is defined as
λJ = ceff
(
pi
Gρ
)1/2 ( nH2
105 cm−3
)−1/2
, (10)
where ceff is the ‘effective’ sound speed, ρ is the density and G is
the gravitational constant. The Jeans mass is the mass of the gas
contained in a sphere with a radius of λJ/2:
MJ =
pi5/2
6 G3/2
c3eff ρ
−1/2, (11)
If we assume that thermal pressure is dominant in the frag-
mentation process, ceff corresponds to the sound speed of the gas
and the Jeans mass is written as
MthJeans
M
= 0.6285
( T
10 K
)3/2 ( nH2
105 cm−3
)−1/2
, (12)
where T is the kinetic temperature of the gas and nH2 denotes the
hydrogen volume density of the sphere. For this study, we ob-
tained these values from the Herschel temperature and column
density maps (Russeil et al. 2013).
If the internal pressure of the gas is dominated by turbu-
lence, cs is replaced with the non-thermal component of the ob-
served velocity dispersion σ1 D,nth measured from one the dense
gas tracers observed with ALMA over the extent of the clusters
(σnth ∼0.7 km/s). The turbulent Jeans mass is then defined as
(Palau et al. 2015)
MnthJeans
M
= 0.8255
( σ1D, nth
0.188 km s−1
)3 ( nH2
105 cm−3
)−1/2
. (13)
The thermal and turbulent Jeans masses estimated for each
cluster are listed in Table 3. In the case of NGC 6334-E,
NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N), the observed mean mass is
considerably larger than the expected thermal Jeans mass. This
suggests that turbulent motions dominate over the thermal pres-
sure in these regions during the fragmentation process. Similar
results are found in the massive star forming region G28.34-
P1 (Wang et al. 2011), although other works suggest thermal
Jeans fragmentation in other high-mass star forming clouds (see
e.g. Palau et al. 2015). By contrast, NGC 6334-I(NW) has a
mean mass consistent with thermal Jeans mass. Considering that
NGC 6334-I(NW) contains no massive core, this might suggest
that in low-mass star forming regions the fragmentation process
is regulated by the thermal pressure.
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Fig. 11. Mass of each core against its distance from the geometrical centre of the cluster (top panels), the centre of mass (middle panels), and
the most massive core of each cluster (bottom panels). Each column corresponds to a cluster: NGC 6334-E (first column, in violet), NGC 6334-
I (second column, in orange), NGC 6334-I(N) (third column, in green), and NGC 6334-I(NW) (fourth column, in light blue). The vertical and
horizontal dashed lines divide each panel in four quadrants with a mass threshold of 20 M and a distance threshold corresponding to one third of
the cluster radius. The numbers indicate the percentage of sources (above and below the mass threshold) that are located in the inner or outer part
of the cluster.
5.3.2. Filament fragmentation
As shown in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 14), we detected two elongated
filament-like structures in NGC 6334-I(N), harboring most of the
compact cores detected in the region. We aim at investigating
the relevant fragmentation scale of the filament and test whether
the fragmentation level is controlled by turbulent or thermal sup-
port. For this, we focus on the southern filament shown in Fig. 14
which has an extent of ∼0.4 pc. While the super-resolution con-
tinuum map reveals more small-scale details, the combined 12 m
with ACA image recovers more of the extended filamentary
structure. Therefore, to measure the dust mass of the filament
we used the combined continuum map. Integrating the flux of
the ALMA combined map over the extent of the filament yields
a total flux of 0.51 Jy. We subtracted the contribution from the
cores embedded in the filament, and assumed an average temper-
ature of 26 K (based on the Herschel temperature map of Russeil
et al. 2013) to derive a filament mass of 342 M. The mass-to-
length ratio M/l of the filament can be compared to the critical
line mass (M/l)th-crit calculated using
(M/l)th-crit = 2c2s/G = 465
( cs
1km s−1
)2
M pc−1 (14)
to investigate the stability of the filament (Ostriker 1964; Naga-
sawa 1987; Inutsuka & Miyama 1992; Fiege & Pudritz 2000;
Fischera & Martin 2012). If the line mass of the filament ex-
ceeds the critical value, the filament is gravitationally unstable
against collapse. The mean line-mass of the selected filament in
NGC 6334-I(N) is (M/l)=925 M pc−1. As we neglect the incli-
nation of the filament, the derived line-mass is an upper limit.
For a thermally supported filament at a temperature of 26 K,
the critical line-mass becomes (M/l)th-crit=43 M pc−1. Thus, the
filament is highly super-critical, and therefore, self-gravity over-
comes the internal pressure. This would lead the filament to un-
dergo collapse. In this scenario, fragmentation into cores along
the main axis of the filament may happen. The expected separa-
tion between fragments is estimated (see e.g. Treviño-Morales et
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Fig. 12. The evolution of ΛMSR with different number of sources, NMST. Each point of the figure corresponds to a specific mass range. The mass
which corresponds to a sharp drop of ΛMSR defines the segregation threshold. The dashed red lines show the NMST at which the mass segregation
picks out. The grey vertical lines show the uncertainty of ΛMSR as defined in Eq. (9).
Fig. 13. Distribution of the cluster members relative to the centre mass marked with a plus sign, and relative to the geometrical centre marked with
a cross. The segregated cores defined based on the mass-segregation ratio (see Fig. 5.2) are shown with filled circles. The black circle shows the
position of the most massive member in each cluster. The size of the circles correspond to the mass of the cores.
al. 2019; Wang et al. 2014) as
λcl = 22ν(4piGρc)−1/2 = 1.24
(
σ
1 km s−1
) ( nc
105 cm−3
)−1/2
pc,
(15)
where nc is the particle number density of the gas in the centre
of the filament. The fragment mass is therefore
Mcl = (M/l)th−crit × λ = 575.3M
(
σ
1 km s−1
)3 ( nc
105 cm−3
)−1/2
(16)
The central density of the filament amounts to nc = 1.2 ×
106 cm−3. Adopting a velocity dispersion of 0.7 km s−1 based
on one of the observed dense gas tracers (Sadaghiani et al. in
prep.), the typical spacing and fragment mass are estimated to be
0.2 pc and 59 M respectively, while the thermal support (26 K
and σth =0.08 km/s) yields 0.002 pc and 0.08 M.
Our ALMA observations of the dust continuum emission at
3 mm resolve the filament into a chain of 42 cores. The mean
projected separation between the identified cores along the fila-
ment is 0.022 pc, which should be taken as a lower limit if pro-
jection effects are taken into account. The median mass of the
cores embedded in the filament is 5 M. This suggests that tur-
bulent motions within the filament contribute to the fragmenta-
tion process (see e.g. Seifried & Walch 2015). Turbulence in the
filament can originate from, in addition to micro-scale turbulent
cascades, the relative motions of the cores within the filament,
which can increase the level of turbulence in the surroundings of
the filament (see e.g, Clarke et al. 2017).
6. Discussion
6.1. Hierarchical fragmentation in NGC 6334
In this section we discuss the different levels of fragmentation
found in the NGC 6334 star-forming complex. We explore the
region from the large-scale filament cloud (a few 10 pc) down
to small scales where cores (a few 1000 au) reveal the sites of
formation of individual stars or small systems. The different lev-
els of structures are depicted in the sketch shown in Fig. 15.
The whole molecular cloud extends for about 50 pc in an elon-
gated filamentary structure aligned with the galactic disk (Persi
& Tapia 2008; Russeil et al. 2013; Sánchez-Monge et al. 2015).
Its central part covering an extent of about 12 pc has larger den-
sities (∼106 cm−3, e.g. Zernickel et al. 2013) and appears to be
collapsing and contracting. Simultaneously, the filament seems
to be fragmenting into a number of objects with sizes of 1 pc
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Fig. 14. Close-up view of the NGC 6334-I(N) cluster. The green circles
mark the positions of the sources that belong to the southern filament.
The green segments correspond to the minimum spanning tree of these
sources. The extent of the filament is about 0.4 pc.
and (gas and dust) masses of a few hundred M (e.g. Russeil et
al. 2013). These objects, which are called clumps or embedded
protoclusters, have been identified via Herschel observations at
sub-millimetre wavelengths and consist of a few tens of objects
with a typical separation of a few ten thousands au.
The second level of fragmentation is found within the
clumps, where a number of smaller dense condensations with
sizes of a few hundred to a few thousand au are found. These ob-
jects, called cores, are easily detected in our ALMA observations
at millimetre wavelengths. Within NGC 6334-I and I(N) we de-
tect strong grouping of ALMA dense cores at separations below
20 000 au. We also find that the frequency of nearest neighbour
separations of the cores increases down to our resolution limit.
The mean typical separation of the cores is 3 700 au, and is in
agreement with turbulent pressure support regulating the frag-
mentation process. Particularly for NGC 6334-I(N), and in addi-
tion to the cores, we find two elongated filament-like structures
with an extent of about 82 000 au and widths of about 19 000 au.
This suggests that small-scale filaments can appear as substruc-
tures connecting the scales between the clumps and cores.
Observations at sub-arcsecond angular resolution (Hunter et
al. 2014; Brogan et al. 2016) reveal that some of the cores (e.g.
sources 43 and 44) are resolved into multiple fragments at a scale
of a few hundred au. The further fragmentation of the dense
cores is in agreement with numerical simulations that predict
that core fragmentation at scales between 500–5 000 au is an
efficient formation mechanism of bound clusters (Offner et al.
2010). Using Eq. 10, the typical separation between the cores ex-
pected from the thermal support for the hot core in NGC 6334-I
(source 42) is estimated to be 412 au. This value is in agreement
with the observed typical projected distance between the frag-
ments (620 au) of this hot core. This point suggests that thermal
fragmentation becomes dominant at small scales, while at clump
scales, non-thermal fragmentation seems to be at work.
Thermal Jeans fragmentation at small scales is found in other
regions (Liu et al. 2019; Beuther et al. 2018; Pokhrel et al. 2018;
Palau et al. 2018, 2015). Palau et al. (2015) studied 19 regions
in nearby molecular clouds at ∼20 000 au scales and detected a
sample of low-mass cores with masses consistent with the ther-
mal Jeans mass. Similarly, Pokhrel et al. (2018) studied multi-
scale structures in the Perseus molecular cloud from the scale of
the cloud to the scale of dust and gas around protoclusters. They
conclude that at all scales pure thermal support is dominant. Al-
though this trend is not consistent with our observations at the
clump scales, however, it confirms the role of thermal pressure
at scales of a few hundred au. A more recent study by Palau et al.
(2018) towards the Orion Molecular Cloud 1 South (OMC-1S)
also shows that fragmentation at scales of ∼1100 au is in agree-
ment with thermal Jeans fragmentation.
In summary, the multi-scale observations toward NGC 6334
indicate that fragmentation is a scale-dependent process which
is governed by turbulent pressure at large scales at which the
massive clumps and cores are forming. However, at small scales
thermal gravitational fragmentation is more important.
6.2. Evolutionary sequence
The ALMA observations towards NGC 6334presented here re-
veal the presence of four well-defined groups or clusters:
NGC 6334-E, NGC 6334-I, NGC 6334-I(N), and NGC 6334-
I(NW). Each of them has different properties in terms of number
of dense cores detected, number of infrared sources, presence
of H ii regions, separation between members of the clusters, and
distribution of masses of the members of the clusters. In the fol-
lowing, we investigate if the different properties may be related
to a different evolutionary stage of each cluster.
The association of the protoclusters with hot H ii regions or
just with cold dust objects is likely related to their evolutionary
stage, since H ii regions appear at the end of the evolutionary se-
quence that forms massive stars (Kurtz 2005; Cesaroni 2005).
Based on this criterion, NGC 6334-E already harboring a well-
developed H ii region, is classified as the most evolved of the
four clusters. In a younger stage we can find NGC 6334-I which
is associated with an ultracompact (UC) H ii region (see Kurtz
2000; Peters et al. 2010, for classification of H ii regions). Fol-
lowing, we can place NGC 6334-I(N) in an earlier stage, since
the H ii region identified within it, is more compact and would
classify as a still embedded hypercompact H ii region. Finally,
NGC 6334-I(NW) only harbors dense cores, with no clear pres-
ence of H ii regions, indicating that this cluster is in an ear-
lier evolutionary stage or that no massive stars are forming in
it (in which case we can not clearly classify the cluster in an
evolutionary stage). Complementing the presence and proper-
ties of H ii regions, we can also make use of the infrared stellar
content. The ratio of mm sources per young stellar objects (in-
frared sources) provides a simple diagnostic for the evolutionary
stage of each cluster. Based on this, NGC 6334-E with 2 mm
sources per young stellar object, and NGC 6334-I with 3 mm
sources per young stellar object are the most evolved clusters.
NGC 6334-I(N) with 4 mm sources per young stellar object fol-
lows NGC 6334-I. It is worth noting that NGC 6334-I(NW) with
2 mm sources per young stellar objects does not follow the ex-
pected evolutionary trend, suggesting that this can be a relatively
evolved cluster with no massive stars. In summary, we can clas-
sify the identified clusters from less evolved to more evolved in
the following order: NGC 6334-I(N) as the youngest, followed
by NGC 6334-I and with NGC 6334-E as the most evolved.
We make use of the evolutionary classification of the clus-
ters to search for variations in relevant parameters likely asso-
ciated with the evolutionary stage. In particular, we investigate
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Fig. 15. Schematic view of the central part of the NGC 6334 filamentary cloud. The distribution is based on Herschel observations by Russeil et al.
(2013). The horizontal and vertical orientations correspond to the Galactic longitude and latitude coordinates. The sketch displays the hierarchical
fragmentation seen in the cloud from the scale of the filament down to the scale of individual dense cores and protostars. The colors are scaled
based on the density (from light blue to black). In this color scheme, the lighter colors (e.g. blue) correspond to the lower densities, while the
darker colors (e.g. violet and black) represent the dense regions. The ionised gas is shown with orange. The values of masses and sizes are based
on the observations presented in this work and from the literature (Brogan et al. 2016; Hunter et al. 2014).
the variation of typical separations between cluster members, its
distribution throughout the cluster, the presence of mass seg-
regation effects and properties on the mass distribution of the
members. From the MST analysis and the derived mean and me-
dian distances between neighbours (see § 4.2 and Table 2), we
find a small trend with increasing separation as the cluster is
more evolved (excluding NGC 6334-I(NW) from the compari-
son). This is consistent with the scenario proposed by Pfalzner &
Kaczmarek (2013) where the separation between cluster mem-
bers increases with time due to gas expulsion and stellar ejec-
tions. A comparison of the KDEs of the member separations
in each cluster (cf. Fig. 6) shows that the cores are widely
distributed in NGC 6334-E and NGC 6334-I, while the cluster
members appear more tightly distributed in NGC 6334-I(N). It is
worth noting that for NGC 6334-E the observed compact sources
may be not related to the original cluster, but represent a new
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population of cores that has recently formed with the expansion
of the H ii region.
The structure of the clusters is evaluated with the Q param-
eter (see § 4.2). Despite the uncertainties due to low number
statistics in some clusters, we find large and close to 0.8 values
for clusters NGC 6334-I, NGC 6334-I(N) and NGC 6334-I(NW)
suggesting that these clusters are concentrated with a relatively
smooth radial profile. In contrast, NGC 6334-E shows a lower
Q value suggesting some sub-structure within it. These results
can be compared with other observational and numerical simu-
lation studies. Sánchez & Alfaro (2010) studied a sample of 16
open clusters finding that the less evolved clusters tend to exhibit
fractal patterns, while older clusters have their stars distributed
in centrally concentrated structures. A similar result is reported
in the simulations of Maschberger et al. (2010) where the early
evolutionary stage of a cluster in a turbulent environment shows
sub-structure (low Q values) and evolves into a radially concen-
trated structure (large Q values) after a certain number of free-
fall times). Thus, the Q parameter seems to be a measure of evo-
lution. However, we can not confirm this trend in our sample
of four clusters due to the large uncertainties in the measure-
ments of the Q parameter. Observations of other clusters within
the NGC 6334 star-forming complex may help to better investi-
gate the relation of the Q parameter with the evolutionary stage
of star-forming clusters still embedded in large amounts of gas
and dust.
Regarding mass segregation, we find (see § 5.2) hints of
segregation only for clusters NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N),
with the massive members being more segregated for the more
evolved cluster NGC 6334-I. This suggests a possible dynam-
ical origin in the mass segregation (Allison et al. 2009b). In
this scenario, massive stars lose their energy through two- and
many-body interactions with low-mass stars and hence sink to
the centre of the cluster. Based on N-body simulations per-
formed by Allison et al. (2009b), the dynamical segregation in
young clusters can be possible only if they are born in a cool
and clumpy distribution. According to this scenario, it is pos-
sible to speculate that NGC 6334-I(NW) will be segregated in
a later stage of its evolution, while NGC 6334-E has lost the
hints of segregation. On the other side, the relaxation time scale
9 for NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N) (∼106 yr) is one order
of magnitude larger than the free-fall time (∼105 yr). This puts
the scenario of dynamical segregation in doubt. Moreover, the
presence of prominent filamentary structures in NGC 6334-I(N)
together with mass segregation, challenge the scenario of dy-
namical segregation in this cluster. The dynamical evolution that
may have created the observed mass segregation should have
also dispersed or removed structures like the filaments, result-
ing in a more homogeneous distribution of cores. Therefore, the
presence of filamentary structures may be an evidence for pri-
mordial mass segregation in NGC 6334-I(N).
Finally, the CMFs of the different clusters show a steeper
slope for the more evolved cluster NGC 6334-E compared to the
younger clusters NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N). Despite the
low statistics for cluster NGC 6334-E, we can consider that the
members of the younger clusters still have large amounts of gas
and mass, resulting in more massive objects. Contrary to that,
the members of the most evolved cluster NGC 6334-E may have
already exhausted or accreted the gas and dust mass, resulting
9 The relaxation time scale is determined as trelax = N6 log(N)
1√
Gρ , where
N is the number of cluster members, ρ is the average H2 density of the
cluster and G is the gravitational constant (Spitzer & Hart 1971). The
free-fall time scale is calculated as tff = 3pi√
32Gρ
.
in less massive cores. However, one has to be cautious since the
members of cluster NGC 6334-E could represent, as mentioned
above, a second generation of cores with lower masses.
The analysis presented here may constitute the first step
towards a comprehensive study of a larger sample of high-
mass (proto)clusters. Increasing the number of studied regions
in NGC 6334 will produce a sample of clusters with different
properties which are forming from an homogeneous high-mass
star-forming filament. Therefore, such a study will provide us
with statistically reliable results of the cluster properties and its
relation to the evolutionary stage and environment.
7. Summary
We observed a portion of the high-mass star forming complex
NGC 6334 with ALMA. We analysed the continuum emission
at 86.7 GHz, at an angular resolution of 1′′ (corresponding to
1 300 au). Our main findings are summarised as follows:
– We identified 142 compact continuum sources distributed
over the surveyed region of 9 arcmin2 (or 1.4 pc2) with a
mass completeness level of 2 M. This results in an average
density of 40 cores pc−2. The cores have radii in the range
390 to 6800 au, masses in the range 0.1 to 100 M, and den-
sities 107 to 109 cm−3.
– The ALMA compact sources seem to be grouped in differ-
ent structures. We used seven different machine-learning al-
gorithms and identified four different clusters in the region:
NGC 6334-E, NGC 6334-I, NGC 6334-I(N) and NGC 6334-
I(NW). Among them, NGC 6334-I(N) is the most populated
cluster with 80 cores.
– We used the MST technique to determine the typical dis-
tances between cluster members. The typical separations for
the clusters are in the range from 4 000 au to 12 000 au.
– We studied the CMF of the different clusters and found an
excess of high-mass cores compared to the IMF, challenging
the idea of a self-similar mapping from the CMF to the IMF.
We evaluated if this difference may be due to biases in the de-
termination of the CMF due to uncertain temperature values
(necessary for the mass determination), and limited angular
resolution observations (unresolved fragments of the clus-
ters). We found that these effects may considerably affect the
slope of the CMF explaining the difference with respect to
the IMF. Temperature effects and resolution limitations may
also affect the excess of massive cores found in other high-
mass star forming regions.
– We searched for evidence of mass segregation in the clusters
adopting three different methods. Clusters NGC 6334-I and
I(N), both harboring massive cores, show evidence of mass
segregation with the most massive cores located in the cen-
tral regions of the clusters.
– The masses and separations of the cores in the clusters
NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N) are consistent with frag-
mentation of the original dense clump being regulated by tur-
bulent motions. The cluster NGC 6334-I(NW), with no clear
signs of the presence of massive cores or stars, has median
masses of the cores consistent with thermal Jeans fragmenta-
tion. This may suggest that the fragmentation of the clusters
in the NGC 6334 star forming complex may be dominated
by turbulent motions (or magnetic fields) in clusters form-
ing high-mass stars, while it is mainly thermal dominated
for low-/intermediate-mass star forming clusters.
– We combined information at different scales for the
NGC 6334 region (from the large-scale filament of few
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10 pc, down to cores of few thousand au), to establish a hier-
archical fragmentation picture of the region. Fragmentation
in NGC 6334 seems to be governed by turbulent pressure at
large scales, while at small scales, thermal fragmentation be-
comes more relevant.
In conclusion, we investigated a possible correlation between
the evolutionary stage of the identified clusters and their physi-
cal properties. Based on the content of the infrared sources and
H ii regions, we classified the clusters from younger to more
evolved: NGC 6334-I(N), NGC 6334-I, and NGC 6334-E. Clus-
ter NGC 6334-I(NW) could be younger than NGC 6334-I(N),
or could be a more evolved cluster with no presence of high-
mass stars. We found that the median separation between the
cluster members shifts to larger distances as the cluster evolves.
This trend is consistent with theoretical models where gas expul-
sion and stellar ejections determine the separations of the clus-
ter members. We also found strong hints of mass segregation
in NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N). The presence of filaments
in NGC 6334-I(N) indicates that mass segregation in this cluster
has a primordial origin, while for NGC 6334-I it is not possi-
ble to derive a firm conclusion, and dynamical segregation could
have played a role. Finally, we found an excess of massive cores
in clusters NGC 6334-I and NGC 6334-I(N), while NGC 6334-
E indicates a lack of high-mass dense cores. This finding likely
suggests that in more evolved clusters the gas reservoir is already
accreted. In contrast, younger clusters include larger amount of
gas and dust reservoir in the form of massive dense cores. The
study of a larger sample of clusters in NGC 6334 is necessary
to derive more reliable conclusions on the possible variation of
cluster properties with evolutionary stage.
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Appendix A: Finding charts
Table A.1 lists the catalogue of continuum compact sources de-
tected with ALMA at 87.6 GHz towards the NGC 6334 sur-
veyed region. The table lists an identifier for each detected
source (column 1), the right ascension and declination coordi-
nates (columns 2 and 3), the intensity peak and flux density at
87.6 GHz (columns 4 and 5) and the size of the source given
as the major and minor axis of an ellipse and its position an-
gle (column 6). Columns 7 and 8 indicate the presence of ra-
dio continuum and infrared counterparts. The next columns list
physical parameters such as the temperature (column 9), the gas
and dust mass of the core (column 10), the volume H2 density
(column 11) and the H2 column density (column 12). Finally the
association with a cluster and its membership level are listed in
columns 13 and 14. The last column shows the association of the
detected source with previous sources reported in the literature.
In Fig. A.1 we show close-up views of the different regions
of surveyed area (see Fig. 1 for an image of the whole region),
and mark the identifiers of each source as listed in Table A.1.
Appendix B: Clustering algorithms
Appendix B.1: Technical details of cluster identification
In this section we use two different methods to determine the
expected number of clusters existent in the catalogue of 142
ALMA compact sources of NGC 6334. In the first approach,
known as the elbow-point analysis, we run the K-Means algo-
rithm for a range of K values changing from 2 to 6 (MacQueen
1967; MacKay 2003; Ivezic´ et al. 2014). For each run, we
calculate the within-cluster sum of squares (WSS). The WSS
indicates the compactness of the clusters and tends to decrease
as we increase K. The value at which the rate of decease shifts
sharply (elbow-point) is taken as the number of clusters (Char-
rad et al. 2014). From this point on, adding another cluster does
not improve the total WSS. As seen in Fig. B.1, the elbow-point
corresponds to K = 4. The value of K corresponding to the el-
bow point is determined as the value with the larger separation
to a straight line connecting the edges of the curve.
In the second approach, known as Silhouette analysis, we run
the K-Means algorithm for different numbers of clusters similar
to the first approach. For each K, one Silhouette value is asso-
ciated to each data point in a cluster, ranging from −1 to 1. A
high Silhouette value indicates dense and well configured clus-
ters (Kaufman 1990; Rousseeuw 1987; Colombo et al. 2015).
In order to find the optimal number of clusters, we compare the
average Silhouette values for different number of clusters chang-
ing from 2 to 6. The configuration which has the highest average
Silhouette value (depicted with a vertical dashed line in Fig. B.2)
is the optimal one. As shown in Figure B.2, the highest average
Silhouette value is obtained with K = 4. The result is consistent
with the outcome of the first approach.
Appendix B.2: Description of different algorithms
In the following we briefly describe the different algorithms
that have been used to identify clusters in the observed region.
The clustering algorithms are part of the machine-learning algo-
rithms implemented in the Python package scikit-learn10.
K-means: The procedure of the K-means algorithm is to ran-
domly initialise the cluster centroids for a given number of clus-
10 See more information in the website http://scikit-learn.org/
stable/modules/clustering.html
ters. In the next step, the algorithm goes through each of the data
points and assigns them to the cluster that is the closest. Then,
the average of all the points in the cluster will be calculated and
the centroids will be moved to the average locations.
Mean-shift: The steps which are followed by the Mean-Shift al-
gorithm are similar to the K-Means method. The only difference
is that instead of using the number of clusters as an input, the al-
gorithm determines the probability density function from which
the data is drawn. Then the centroids are placed at the maxima
of the density function.
Spectral clustering: The Spectral clustering algorithm makes
use of the similarity matrix of the data to reduce the dimension-
ality of the space. Then, it is followed by the K-Means algorithm
in the reduced dimensional space.
Ward hierarchical and Agglomerative clustering: The Ward
hierarchical clustering and the Agglomerative clustering are the
other two methods used to look for segmentation in the data.
They try to link each data point by a distance measure to its
nearest neighbour, creating a cluster. These two algorithms dif-
fer in the linkage method that they use to define the proximity
between any two clusters. The Agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering uses the Average linkage which merges the clusters based
on the minimum distance between two points in two different
clusters. While, the Ward linkage computes the total WSS to de-
termine the next two groups merged.
Gaussian mixtures: In practice each cluster can be mathemat-
ically represented by a parametric distribution like a Gaussian.
Therefore, we can assign multivariant normal distribution com-
ponents to the data points. Using the Gaussian mixture model al-
gorithm each data point will be assigned to the component which
yields the highest posterior probability.
Birch algorithm: The Birch algorithm operates in four phases.
First, it builds a Characteristic Feature Tree for the data. In the
second step, it reduces the input data to the subclusters and
groups the crowded subclusters into a larger one. A branching
factor limits the number of subclusters in each node. In step
three, one of the other clustering algorithms (e.g. K-Means) is
applied to the subclusters. A threshold gives us the flexibility to
specify the diameter for the clusters. After this step, the major
segmentations in the data are identified. In the last step, which
is a refining step, the centroids of the clusters identified in step
3 are used as reference points to find the closest data points to
them and define the new clusters.
Appendix C: Correlation between the mass
segregation parameter ΛMSR and the structural
concentration of clusters
In this section, we investigate the correlation between the pa-
rameter ΛMSR that has been used in § 5.2 to study the mass seg-
regation in the clusters, and the structural concentration of the
members in the cluster. For this, we generate a series of clusters
in which the members follow a Gaussian distribution and com-
pare them with a cluster with a uniform distribution. The con-
centration of the members in a Gaussian cluster is given by the
width of the Gaussian σ. The larger the value of σ is, the more
dispersed the cores are (i.e. the Gaussian clusters resembles the
uniform cluster).
For each value of σ, we generate 50 Gaussian clusters con-
taining 70 cores each. For each cluster, we run the MST analysis
to measure the mean MST length scale. Then, we calculate the
ΛMSR parameter of the 70 cores, following Eq. 9. As the value of
σ increases, we expect that the distribution of cores in a Gaus-
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Fig. A.1. Close-up view of the 4 different clusters identified towards the observed region with ALMA. The identifiers of each source are marked
as listed in column 1 of Table A.1.
sian cluster becomes more similar to a cluster with uniformly
distributed cores, i.e. the value of ΛMSR approaches 1. In Fig. C,
we plot the value of ΛMSR for each Gaussian cluster versus the
ratio of its extent and the size of the uniform cluster. The size of
the cluster is determined as done for the clusters in NGC 6334,
i.e. as the distance between the farthest member to the geomet-
rical centre of the cluster. As shown in Fig. C, the parameter
ΛMSR converges to 1 as the Gaussian distribution becomes more
disperse. This suggests that ΛMSR is not only a measure of the
mass segregation, but can also be indicative of the distribution
and concentration of any number of cores in the cluster. Con-
stant values of ΛMSR slightly above 1, as found in the clusters of
NGC 6334, may indicate that the cores in the clusters are not uni-
formly distributed but slightly concentrated. The correlation be-
tween the mass segregation ratio and the concentration of dense
cores has also been recently reported by de Vita et al. (2019).
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Fig. B.1. Within-cluster sum of squares (WSS) or sum of squared dis-
tances of data points to the centre of a cluster for different number clus-
ters. K = 4 is coincident with the elbow point of the function and as-
sumed to be associated with the optimal number of clusters.
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Fig. B.2. Silhouette values for each data point for K ranges from 2 to 6. The red dashed line denotes the average of the Silhouette values for each
K. The values are 0.50 for K = 0, 0.52 for K = 3, 0.55 for K = 4, 0.38 for K = 5 and 0.32 for K = 6. The highest mean value is obtained for
K = 4.
Fig. C.1. Mass segregation parameter ΛMSR against the size ratio of a
Gaussian cluster compared to a uniform cluster. Violet to yellow circles
correspond to the randomly generated Gaussian clusters, each one de-
fined by the Gaussian width σ color coded in the color bar. Extended
Gaussian clusters have a distribution of cores resembling that of a uni-
form cluster, and thus ΛMSR gets closer to 1.
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